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Fear and Loathing at Rolling Stone
Presents a collection of writings from the author's
column "Hey Rube" on ESPN.com, covering such
topics as retaliation for September 11th, his
suggestions for "fixing" baseball, and other thoughts
on politics, sports, and gossip.
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Beelzebub's Tales to His Grandson
An anthology of top-selected Rolling Stone articles
offers insight into both the late Thompson's early
career and the magazine's fledgling years, in a
volume that includes the stories of his infamous Freak
Party sheriff campaign and his observations about the
Bush-versus-Kerry presidential rivalry. By the bestselling author of The Rum Diary. 100,000 first
printing.

How to Read a Book
An vulgar, playful romp through a dystopian world
where an ordinary person (River Marks) can purchase
a Squealer, or Companion, for ALL their needs.
Squealers look identical to their human archetypes
but have the brain, brain stem, and the intelligence of
a pig. Madness and chaos ensue.

Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas (Harper
Perennial Modern Classics)
Hey Rube
The story of Hunter S. Thompson's crusade against
Richard Nixon and the threat of fascism in
America--and the devastating price he paid for it
Hunter S. Thompson is often misremembered as a
wise-cracking, drug-addled cartoon character. This
book reclaims him for what he truly was: a fearless
opponent of corruption and fascism, one who
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sacrificed his future well-being to fight against it,
rewriting the rules of journalism and political satire in
the process. This skillfully told and dramatic story
shows how Thompson saw through Richard Nixon's
treacherous populism and embarked on a life-defining
campaign to stop it. In his fevered effort to expose
institutional injustice, Thompson pushed himself far
beyond his natural limits, sustained by drugs, mania,
and little else. For ten years, he cast aside his old
ambitions, troubled his family, and likely hastened his
own decline, along the way producing some of the
best political writing in our history. This timely
biography recalls a period of anger and derangement
in American politics, and one writer with the guts to
tell the truth.

Generation of Swine
Considered by many the greatest war novel of all
time, All Quiet on the Western Front is Erich Maria
Remarque’s masterpiece of the German experience
during World War I. I am young, I am twenty years
old; yet I know nothing of life but despair, death, fear,
and fatuous superficiality cast over an abyss of
sorrow. . . . This is the testament of Paul Bäumer, who
enlists with his classmates in the German army during
World War I. They become soldiers with youthful
enthusiasm. But the world of duty, culture, and
progress they had been taught breaks in pieces under
the first bombardment in the trenches. Through years
of vivid horror, Paul holds fast to a single vow: to fight
against the principle of hate that meaninglessly pits
young men of the same generation but different
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uniforms against one another . . . if only he can come
out of the war alive. “The world has a great writer in
Erich Maria Remarque. He is a craftsman of
unquestionably first rank, a man who can bend
language to his will. Whether he writes of men or of
inanimate nature, his touch is sensitive, firm, and
sure.”—The New York Times Book Review

Media Control
Few American lives are stranger, more action-packed,
or wilder than that of Hunter S. Thompson. Born a
rebel in Louisville, Kentucky, Thompson spent a
lifetime channeling his energy and insight into such
landmark works as Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas and his singular and provocative style challenged and
revolutionized writing. Now, for the first time ever,
Jann Wenner and Corey Seymour have interviewed
the Good Doctor's friends, family, acquaintances and
colleagues and woven their memories into a brilliant
oral biography. From Hell's Angels leader Sonny
Barger to Ralph Steadman to Jack Nicholson to Jimmy
Buffett to Pat Buchanan to Marilyn Manson and
Thompson's two wives, son, and longtime personal
assistant, more than 100 members of Thompson's
inner circle bring into vivid focus the life of a man who
was even more complicated, tormented, and talented
than any previous portrait has shown. It's all here in
its uncensored glory: the creative frenzies, the love
affairs, the drugs and booze and guns and explosives
and, ultimately, the tragic suicide. As Thompson was
fond of saying, "Buy the ticket, take the ride."
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A History of Orgies
The Great Shark Hunt
Historia rerum Anglicarum or Historia de rebus
anglicis ("History of English Affairs"), a history of
England from 1066 to 1198. The work is valued by
historians for detailing The Anarchy under Stephen of
England. It is written in an engaging fashion and still
readable to this day, containing many fascinating
stories and glimpses into 12th-century life. It contains
a considerable amount of information concerning the
crusades

The Gonzo Papers Anthology
From the bestselling author of Fear and Loathing in
Las Vegas, the legendary Hunter S. Thompson’s
second volume of the “Gonzo Papers” is back.
Generation of Swine collects hundreds of columns
from the infamous journalist’s 1980s tenure at the
San Francisco Examiner. Here, against a backdrop of
late-night tattoo sessions and soldier-of-fortune trade
shows, Dr. Thompson is at his apocalyptic
best—covering emblematic events such as the
1987-88 presidential campaign, with Vice President
George Bush, Sr., fighting for his life against
Republican competitors like Alexander Haig, Pat
Buchanan, and Pat Robertson; detailing the GOP's
obsession with drugs and drug abuse; while at the
same time capturing momentous social phenomena
as they occurred, like the rise of cable, satellite TV,
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and CNN—24 hours of mainline news. Showcasing his
inimitable talent for social and political analysis,
Generation of Swine is vintage Thompson—eerily
prescient, incisive, and enduring.

All Quiet on the Western Front
First published in 1990, Songs of the Doomed is back
in print -- by popular demand! In this third and most
extraordinary volume of the Gonzo Papers, Dr. Hunter
S. Thompson recalls high and hideous moments in his
thirty years in the Passing Lane -- and no one is safe
from his hilarious, remarkably astute social
commentary. With Thompson's trademark insight and
passion about the state of American politics and
culture, Songs of the Doomed charts the long, strange
trip from Kennedy to Quayle in Thompson's
freewheeling, inimitable style. Spanning four decades
-- 1950 to 1990 -- Thompson is at the top of his form
while fleeing New York for Puerto Rico, riding with the
Hell's Angels, investigating Las Vegas sleaze,
grappling with the "Dukakis problem," and finally,
detailing his infamous lifestyle bust, trial documents,
and Fourth Amendment battle with the Law. These
tales -- often sleazy, brutal, and crude -- are only the
tip of what Jack Nicholson called "the most baffling
human iceberg of our time." Songs of the Doomed is
vintage Thompson -- a brilliant, brazen, bawdy
compilation of the greatest sound bites of Gonzo
journalism from the past thirty years.

Stand Out of Our Light
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A parody of the worldwide television phenomenon
Downton Abbey, with cats. Downton Tabby is about
England’s oldest and finest family of cats in people
clothes. With beautiful (and scandalous) photographs
and art, it tells the story of their lives and loves—and
their maids and butlers and cooks’ lives and
loves—from the sinking of the Kitanic to the Jazz Age.
Tolstoy’s adage about each family being unhappy in
their own way? What makes the Grimalkins different
is they’re cats. Posh, spoiled, stuck-up-but-charming,
English cats. Okay, it’s not just about cats and class
warfare. It’s also a parody of Downton Abbey, the
phenomenally popular TV show where everyone’s
always getting dressed. Or they’re already dressed,
and they’re getting more dressed. While it makes
affectionate fun of Downton Abbey, it makes a
broader humorous point: We treat our cats like high
society. Their servants are us. If you live with a cat,
the butler, maid, and cook is you. It’s our cats’ world.
We just lint-roll it. So it’s for fans of the show, and
people who put up with fans of the show, and also for
people who’ve ever caught themselves getting
emotionally involved in their cat’s social life, and
whether or not some cold cuts would cheer her up.
Why is this a book about Edwardian manor life, acted
out by cats? The real question is why aren’t there
more?

Screwjack
Collected together for the first time, The Gonzo
Papers Anthology is an indispensable compendium of
decadence, depravity and a remarkly skewed
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common sense.

Qualitative Research from Start to
Finish, First Edition
A “brilliant and sobering” (Paul Kennedy, Wall Street
Journal) look at the history and human costs of
pandemic outbreaks The World Economic Forum #1
book to read for context on the coronavirus outbreak
This sweeping exploration of the impact of epidemic
diseases looks at how mass infectious outbreaks have
shaped society, from the Black Death to today. In a
clear and accessible style, Frank M. Snowden reveals
the ways that diseases have not only influenced
medical science and public health, but also
transformed the arts, religion, intellectual history, and
warfare. A multidisciplinary and comparative
investigation of the medical and social history of the
major epidemics, this volume touches on themes such
as the evolution of medical therapy, plague literature,
poverty, the environment, and mass hysteria. In
addition to providing historical perspective on
diseases such as smallpox, cholera, and tuberculosis,
Snowden examines the fallout from recent epidemics
such as HIV/AIDS, SARS, and Ebola and the question
of the world’s preparedness for the next generation of
diseases.

Projections of Power
"Hunter S. Thompson is to drug-addled, stream-ofconsciousness, psycho-political black humor what
Forrest Gump is to idiot savants." --The Philadelphia
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Inquirer Since his 1972 trailblazing opus, Fear and
Loathing on the Campaign Trail, Hunter S. Thompson
has reported the election story in his truly inimitable,
just-short-of-libel style. In Better than Sex, Thompson
hits the dusty trail again--without leaving home--yet
manages to deliver a mind-bending view of the 1992
presidential campaign--in all of its horror, sacrifice,
lust, and dubious glory. Complete with faxes sent to
and received by candidate Clinton's top aides, and
100 percent pure gonzo screeds on Richard Nixon,
George Bush, and Oliver North, here is the most trueblue campaign tell-all ever penned by man or beast.
"[Thompson] delivers yet another of his trademark
cocktail mixes of unbelievable tales and dark
observations about the sausage grind that is the U.S.
presidential sweepstakes. Packed with egocentric
anecdotes, musings and reprints of memos, faxes and
scrawled handwritten notes (Memorable." --Los
Angeles Daily News "What endears Hunter Thompson
to anyone who reads him is that he will say what
others are afraid to (.[He] is a master at the unlikely
but invariably telling line that sums up a political
figure (.In a year when all politics is--to much of the
public--a tendentious and pompous bore, it is time to
read Hunter Thompson." --Richmond Times-Dispatch
"While Tom Wolfe mastered the technique of being a
fly on the wall, Thompson mastered the art of being a
fly in the ointment. He made himself a part of every
story, made no apologies for it and thus produced far
more honest reporting than any crusading member of
the Fourth Estate (. Thompson isn't afraid to take the
hard medicine, nor is he bashful about dishing it out
(.He is still king of beasts, and his apocalyptic
prophecies seldom miss their target." --Tulsa World
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"This is a very, very funny book. No one can ever
match Thompson in the vitriol department, and
virtually nobody escapes his wrath." --The Flint Journal

Stories I Tell Myself
‘We were somewhere around Barstow on the edge of
the desert when the drugs began to take hold. I
remember saying something like, “I feel a bit
lightheaded; maybe you should drive ”’

Hunter
More than a decade after his death, Hunter S.
Thompson is as popular - and as relevant - as ever.
Vigorously political, he both anticipated the situation
in Washington now and here, in a collection that
ranges from an early conversation with Studs Terkel,
to a decade-long exchange with editor David
Streitfeld, to his last public interview (no longer
available online), his prescience is both exhilarating
and profound.

Outlaw Journalist: The Life and Times of
Hunter S. Thompson
Argues that human freedom is threatened by systems
of intelligent persuasion developed by tech giants
who compete for our time and attention. This title is
also available as Open Access.

Fear and Loathing in America
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"Gets it all in: the boozing and drugging…but also the
intelligence, the loyalty, the inherent decency."
—Jonathan Yardley, Washington Post Hunter S.
Thompson detonated a two-ton bomb under the staid
field of journalism with his magazine pieces and
revelatory Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas. In Outlaw
Journalist, the famous inventor of Gonzo journalism is
portrayed as never before. Through in-depth
interviews with Thompson’s associates, William
McKeen gets behind the drinking and the drugs to
show the man and the writer—one who was happy to
be considered an outlaw and for whom the calling of
journalism was life.

Swine
With half a million copies in print, How to Read a Book
is the best and most successful guide to reading
comprehension for the general reader, completely
rewritten and updated with new material. A CNN Book
of the Week: “Explains not just why we should read
books, but how we should read them. It's masterfully
done.” –Farheed Zakaria Originally published in 1940,
this book is a rare phenomenon, a living classic that
introduces and elucidates the various levels of
reading and how to achieve them—from elementary
reading, through systematic skimming and
inspectional reading, to speed reading. Readers will
learn when and how to “judge a book by its cover,”
and also how to X-ray it, read critically, and extract
the author’s message from the text. Also included is
instruction in the different techniques that work best
for reading particular genres, such as practical books,
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imaginative literature, plays, poetry, history, science
and mathematics, philosophy and social science
works. Finally, the authors offer a recommended
reading list and supply reading tests you can use
measure your own progress in reading skills,
comprehension, and speed.

American Studies
"An intimate, close-up portrait of Hunter S. Thompson,
fearless outlaw journalist, "avenging proxy for the
American polity," whose manic first-person articles
and exposâes so interwoven with the getting of the
story, gave rise to gonzo journalism (gonzagas-"fooled
you"; bizarre). A portrait of the man: writer, brother,
husband, manic searching soul who grew up with the
times he inhabited, and in part created; a portrait
most of all of the father: the alcoholic, drug fueled,
charismatic, irresponsible, idealistic, sensitive man,
by the son who lived through it all and thrived to tell
the dangerous, complex, loving tale"--

Kingdom of Fear
A wild ride to the dark side of Americana. Hunter S.
Thompson's and Ralph Steadman's most eccentric
book The Curse of Lono is to Hawaii what Fear and
Loathing was to Las Vegas: the crazy tales of a
journalist's “coverage” of a news event that ends up
being a wild ride to the dark side of Americana.
Originally published in 1983, The Curse of Lono
features all of the zany, hallucinogenic wordplay and
feral artwork for which the Hunter S. Thompson/Ralph
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Steadmanduo became known and loved. This curious
book, considered an oddity among Hunter's œuvre,
was long out of print, prompting collectors to search
high and low for an original copy. TASCHEN's signed,
limited edition sold out before the book even hit the
stores—this unlimited version, in a different, smaller
format, makes The Curse of Lono accessible to
everyone.

Hunter S. Thompson
The first volume in Hunter S. Thompson’s bestselling
Gonzo Papers offers brilliant commentary and
outrageous humor, in his signature style. Originally
published in 1979, the first volume of the bestselling
“Gonzo Papers” is now back in print. The Great Shark
Hunt is Dr. Hunter S. Thompson’s largest and,
arguably, most important work, covering Nixon to
napalm, Las Vegas to Watergate, Carter to cocaine.
These essays offer brilliant commentary and
outrageous humor, in signature Thompson style.
Ranging in date from the National Observer days to
the era of Rolling Stone, The Great Shark Hunt offers
myriad, highly charged entries, including the first
Hunter S. Thompson piece to be dubbed
“gonzo”—“The Kentucky Derby Is Decadent and
Depraved,” which appeared in Scanlan's Monthly in
1970. From this essay a new journalistic movement
sprang which would change the shape of American
letters. Thompson's razor-sharp insight and crystal
clarity capture the crazy, hypocritical, degenerate,
and redeeming aspects of the explosive and colorful
‘60s and ‘70s.
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The Odyssey of Homer
Here, for the first time, is the private and most
intimate correspondence of one of America's most
influential and incisive journalists--Hunter S.
Thompson. In letters to a Who's Who of luminaries
from Norman Mailer to Charles Kuralt, Tom Wolfe to
Lyndon Johnson, William Styron to Joan Baez--not to
mention his mother, the NRA, and a chain of
newspaper editors--Thompson vividly catches the
tenor of the times in 1960s America and channels it
all through his own razor-sharp perspective.
Passionate in their admiration, merciless in their
scorn, and never anything less than fascinating, the
dispatches of The Proud Highway offer an
unprecedented and penetrating gaze into the
evolution of the most outrageous
raconteur/provocateur ever to assault a typewriter.

Generation of Swine
The Gonzo memoir from one of the most influential
voices in American literature, Kingdom of Fear traces
the course of Hunter S. Thompson’s life as a
rebel—from a smart-mouthed Kentucky kid flaunting
all authority to a convention-defying journalist who
came to personify a wild fusion of fact, fiction, and
mind-altering substances. Brilliant, provocative,
outrageous, and brazen, Hunter S. Thompson's
infamous rule breaking—in his journalism, in his life,
and under the law—changed the shape of American
letters, and the face of American icons. Call it the
evolution of an outlaw. Here are the formative
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experiences that comprise Thompson’s legendary
trajectory alongside the weird and the ugly. Whether
detailing his exploits as a foreign correspondent in
Rio, his job as night manager of the notorious
O’Farrell Theatre in San Francisco, his epic run for
sheriff of Aspen on the Freak Power ticket, or the
sensational legal maneuvering that led to his full
acquittal in the famous 99 Days trial, Thompson is at
the peak of his narrative powers in Kingdom of Fear.
And this boisterous, blistering ride illuminates as
never before the professional and ideological risk
taking of a literary genius and transgressive icon.

Better Than Sex
An orgy, the dictionary tells us, is “a wild gathering,
marked by promiscuous sexual activity, excessive
drinking, etc.” Burgo Partridge tells us precisely what
that has meant down through the ages. He begins
with the Greeks, who celebrated sexuality at
Dionysian festivals, and the Romans, who imported
unwholesome brutalities into their orgiastic
celebrations. We then learn of the penchant for group
sex displayed by medieval popes, the junketings of
Restoration England, the aristocratic hedonists of the
Hellfire Club and Scotland’s notorious Wig Club, the
orgiastic tastes of Casanova and the Marquis de Sade,
right into the 20th century and the bizarre excesses
of Aleister Crowley.

Proud Highway
An almost unnaturally poignant love story from the
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father of “Gonzo” journalism and Fear and Loathing in
Las Vegas Hunter S. Thompson. What makes the
romantic short story Screwjack so touching, for all its
queerness, is the aching melancholy in its depiction of
the modern man's burden: that "we are doomed.
Mama has gone off to Real Estate Schooland after
that maybe even to Law School. We will never see her
again." Hunter S. Thompson’s most searing and
unnaturally poignant love story, Screwjack is
simultaneously eerie and feverish, debauched and
affecting. Never before—and perhaps never
since—has modern man’s melancholia been so vividly
revealed in one powerful story.

Il Decameron
This lively, practical text presents a fresh and
comprehensive approach to doing qualitative
research. The book offers a unique balance of theory
and clear-cut choices for customizing every phase of
a qualitative study. A scholarly mix of classic and
contemporary studies from multiple disciplines
provides compelling, field-based examples of the full
range of qualitative approaches. Readers learn about
adaptive ways of designing studies, collecting data,
analyzing data, and reporting findings. Key aspects of
the researcher's craft are addressed, such as
fieldwork options, the five phases of data analysis
(with and without using computer-based software),
and how to incorporate the researcher's “declarative”
and “reflective” selves into a final report. Ideal for
graduate-level courses, the text includes:*
Discussions of ethnography, grounded theory,
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phenomenology, feminist research, and other
approaches.* Instructions for creating a study bank to
get a new study started.* End-of-chapter exercises
and a semester-long, field-based project.* Quick study
boxes, research vignettes, sample studies, and a
glossary.* Previews for sections within chapters, and
chapter recaps.* Discussion of the place of qualitative
research among other social science methods,
including mixed methods research.

The Curse of Lono
The "gonzo" political journalist presents his frankly
subjective observations on the personalities and
political machinations of the 1972 presidential
campaign, in a new edition of the classic account of
the dark side of American politics. Reprint.

Shakespeare in Tale and Verse
Gonzo
Gonzo the Art
From the king of “Gonzo” journalism and bestselling
author who brought you Fear and Loathing in Las
Vegas comes another astonishing volume of letters by
Hunter S. Thompson. Brazen, incisive, and outrageous
as ever, this second volume of Thompson’s private
correspondence is the highly anticipated follow-up to
The Proud Highway. When that first book of letters
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appeared in 1997, Time pronounced it "deliriously
entertaining"; Rolling Stone called it "brilliant beyond
description"; and The New York Times celebrated its
"wicked humor and bracing political conviction."
Spanning the years between 1968 and 1976, these
never-before-published letters show Thompson
building his legend: running for sheriff in Aspen,
Colorado; creating the seminal road book Fear and
Loathing in Las Vegas; twisting political reporting to
new heights for Rolling Stone; and making sense of it
all in the landmark Fear and Loathing on the
Campaign Trail '72. To read Thompson's dispatches
from these years—addressed to the author's friends,
enemies, editors, and creditors, and such notables as
Jimmy Carter, Tom Wolfe, and Kurt Vonnegut—is to
read a raw, revolutionary eyewitness account of one
of the most exciting and pivotal eras in American
history.

The History of English Affairs
With Beelzebub's Tales to His Grandson, G. I. Gurdjieff
intended to "destroy, mercilessly . . . the beliefs and
views about everything existing in the world." This
novel beautifully brings to life the visions of humanity
for which Gurdjieff has become esteemed. Beelzebub,
a man of worldly (and other-worldly) wisdom, shares
with his grandson the anecdotes, personal
philosophies, and lessons learned from his own
life.The reader is given a detailed discussion of all
matters physical, natural, and spiritual, from the
creation of the cosmos to man's teleological purpose
in the universe. This edition of Beelzebub's Tales to
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His Grandson--the first single-volume paperback to
appear in English--restores the original, authoritative
translation.

Fear and Loathing
An unconventional portrait of the iconic gonzo writer
known for such works as Fear and Loathing in Las
Vegas recounts the drug- and sex-fueled experiences
he shared with the author, drawing on dozens of
interviews with his friends, associates and editors.
Original.

Freak Kingdom
The cartoonist's and illustrator's commentary
accompanies selections from his thirty-year body of
work

Epidemics and Society
This volume supplements the acclaimed three volume
set published in 1986 and consists of an annotated
listing of American Studies monographs published
between 1984 and 1988. There are more than 6,000
descriptive entries in a wide range of categories:
anthropology and folklore, art and architecture,
history, literature, music, political science, popular
culture, psychology, religion, science and technology,
and sociology.

Downton Tabby
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The life and career of the "Gonzo journalist" is
revealed through the words of more than one
hundred friends, family members, colleagues, and
celebrities, with reflections by Ed Bradley, Sonny
Barger, Jimmy Buffett, Johnny Depp, Angelica Huston,
Sean Penn, Jack Nicholson, and many others. 100,000
first printing.

Songs of the Doomed
Noam Chomsky’s backpocket classic on wartime
propaganda and opinion control begins by asserting
two models of democracy—one in which the public
actively participates, and one in which the public is
manipulated and controlled. According to Chomsky,
"propaganda is to democracy as the bludgeon is to a
totalitarian state," and the mass media is the primary
vehicle for delivering propaganda in the United
States. From an examination of how Woodrow
Wilson’s Creel Commission "succeeded, within six
months, in turning a pacifist population into a
hysterical, war-mongering population," to Bush Sr.'s
war on Iraq, Chomsky examines how the mass media
and public relations industries have been used as
propaganda to generate public support for going to
war. Chomsky further touches on how the modern
public relations industry has been influenced by
Walter Lippmann’s theory of "spectator democracy,"
in which the public is seen as a "bewildered herd" that
needs to be directed, not empowered; and how the
public relations industry in the United States focuses
on "controlling the public mind," and not on informing
it. Media Control is an invaluable primer on the secret
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workings of disinformation in democratic societies.

Gonzo
To succeed in foreign policy, U.S. presidents have to
sell their versions or framings of political events to the
news media and to the public. But since the end of
the Cold War, journalists have increasingly resisted
presidential views, even offering their own spin on
events. What, then, determines whether the media
will accept or reject the White House perspective?
And what consequences does this new media
environment have for policymaking and public
opinion? To answer these questions, Robert M.
Entman develops a powerful new model of how media
framing works—a model that allows him to explain
why the media cheered American victories over smalltime dictators in Grenada and Panama but barely
noticed the success of far more difficult missions in
Haiti and Kosovo. Discussing the practical implications
of his model, Entman also suggests ways to more
effectively encourage the exchange of ideas between
the government and the media and between the
media and the public. His book will be an essential
guide for political scientists, students of the media,
and anyone interested in the increasingly influential
role of the media in foreign policy.

Commentaries on the Laws of England
The second volume of the Gonzo Papers comments on
the television coverage of Hurricane Gloria, blood
pressure machines, the Super Bowl, the hijinks of
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televangelists, the Iran Contra hearings, the 1988
Presidential race, and other topics, in a collection of
cynical, provocative essays. Reprint. 20,000 first
printing.
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